We investigate fission modes of 270Sg with 3-dimensional Langevin equation. The shell correction energy is included in the total energy. The mass distribution and the total kinetic energy (TKE) distribution of fission fragments are calculated and are compared with the experimental results. Mass asymmetric fission dominates in the mode with the lower TKE, which is in agreement with the experimental result. The dynamics from saddle to scission is also discussed.
Introduction
In the heavy compound nucleus with A > 200, fission modes have been investigated from the measurement of the mass and the total kinetic energy (TKE) distribution at low excitation energy and the effect of shell energy are established well. At low excitation energy, the asymmetric fission mode is observed for all nuclei with A>200.
For example, the measurement of the mass-energy distribution of the fission fragments of 270Sg (Z=106) was performed by Itkis et al. It was observed that at low excitation energy, the mass asymmetric fission dominates in the components of the mode having lower TKE, whereas this tendency vanishes at high excitation case. The domination of the mass asymmetric fission in the components having low TKE is the characteristic of the nuclei heavier than the fermium region. From these results, the existence of the different dynamical fission paths was pointed out. Figure  6 . As is seen from the sample trajectory in Figure  2, 
